
MY TRAVEL
TRACKER
APP
My Travel Tracker; the ultimate travel journal
and community app. Designed and founded by
a solo female traveller for all types of
travellers worldwide. Who would have thought
that in these times, a travel app would be a
great success? Sacha, the sole founder and
creator of MTT, launched the app specifically
in this crazy time, wanting it to become a
symbol of hope and inspiration for travellers
around the globe.

Features

Sacha’s story started with a simple dream, an
app that would optimize travel. From pinning
all your favourite spots, to sharing local stories
for inspiration, creating a bucket list,
organizing meet-ups and much more! Not only
can all of this be shared with your family and
friends, but also with the worldwide users in
the MTT app. The app is designed to be user
friendly, eye catching and innovative.By
signing up for My Travel Tracker you are being
welcomed into a global family. This app is an
accompaniment for your travels, with you
during every step, and there to inspire others
and your own future adventures to come. No
matter what kind of traveller you are, whether
you are going solo for the first time, a weekend
away with your girlfriends, a family holiday, or
simply in need of some energy and inspiration,
this travel app is for you.



Dare to Dream

Within just one week the app reached over
2K users, and the Facebook and Instagram
community inspires over 10K followers
daily! With these numbers growing every
day, Sacha could not feel more overjoyed
and proud of her travel app. However, this
27 year old’s success story does not come
without its highs and lows. Like any
entrepreneur, you have to dare to dream
and dare to do. Sacha has always been
adventurous, planning her next trip before
the first one is even over! She is eager, has
a real lust for life and the type of positive
spirit that is instantly infectious. Without
any knowledge on how to build an app, she
set out to create one of the best travel
apps. Not only did it have to tick off a
whole load of demands on the feature and
usability checklist, but it had to be a free
travel app. 

This was important to Sacha, because she feels like
everyone, no matter where you live, what your
budget or reasons for travelling are, should have
access to My Travel Tracker. Everyone should be able
to feel and live that ultimate travel experience.
Sacha’s roller-coaster of a journey started in 2017
when she was backpacking Sri Lanka, and she proudly
officially launched the travel app in February 2021.
Corona threw her for a loop, and for a moment she
was worried all the plans for My Travel Tracker would
fall in the water. Instead, she picked herself up and
decided that MTT would be a symbol of hope for
travelling and the future. She still has big goals for the
future and plans to add more features soon. My Travel
Tracker is your inspiration, your guide, your
companion and community. In times when we can
travel, but also in times when we are stuck and
longing to be out in the world. Download the app now,
and prepare your future trips, or look back on your
most exciting adventures and log them to share with
friends, family and other users. Connect with fellow
travellers and feel hopeful and inspired about your
next travel journey!
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